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Colorado 6 - San Miguel
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Colorado 8 - Kiowa
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Connecticut 1 - Litchfield
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CMA360B
Florida 1 - Collier
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CMA363B
Florida 4 - Citrus
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Florida 9 - Calhoun
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Georgia 1 - Whitfield
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Georgia 4 - Jasper
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Georgia 5 - Haralson
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Georgia 6 - Spalding
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Georgia 14 - Worth
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Idaho 2 - Idaho
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Illinois 7 - Vermilion
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Indiana 5 - Warren
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Indiana 6 - Randolph
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CMA410B
Indiana 8 - Brown
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Iowa 1 - Mills
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Iowa 2 - Union
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Iowa 16 - Lyon
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Kansas 1 - Cheyenne
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Kansas 2 - Norton
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Kansas 6 - Wallace
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Kansas 7 - Trego
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Kansas 14 - Reno
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Kansas 15 - Elk
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Kentucky 2 - Union
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CMA453B
Kentucky 11 - Clay
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Louisiana 2 - Morehouse
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CMA457B
Louisiana 4 - Caldwell
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CMA460B
Louisiana 7 - West Feliciana
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Louisiana 8 - St. James
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Michigan 1 - Gogebic
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CMA494B
Mississippi 2 - Benton
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CMA496B
Mississippi 4 - Yalobusha
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CMA504B
Missouri 1 - Atchison
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Missouri 2 - Harrison
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Missouri 5 - Linn
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CMA515B
Missouri 12 - Maries
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CMA521B
Missouri 18 - Perry
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